Concerning the approximate identity in a Banach algebra A it is shown that if a subset U of A is a bounded weak left approximate identity, then U is a bounded left approximate identity. This important fact makes it possible to prove the well-known factorization theorems for Banach algebras under weaker conditions of existence of a bounded weak approximate identity. 2* Approximate identities* Let A be a Banach algebra. After such a choice we have \\ubi -6J| <; ||w6< -w^H + ||^(A--^o&;ll + ll^o&i -6*11 ^ ώε 0 + Λίε 0 + ε 0 < ε for ί = 1, 2, , n and ||wδ Λ+1 -δ n+1 || < ε 0 < ε, by (2.3) and (2.4), where M = max (116,11: i = 1, 2, , w) and ε 0 < (rf + ikf + l)-^. Proof. Given an arbitrary pair of elements a, beB and ε > 0, let v e U be chosen so as to satisfy
For b -vb and ε > 0 there exists w e U such that || (6-vb) -w(b-vb) \\ < ε, \\w\\ £d.
Hence we obtain 
Then U is a bounded left approximate identity for the Banach algebra generated by U as well as for the right ideal generated by U. If U is commutative, then Condition (b) can be dropped.
Proof. Let a,beU and ε > 0 be arbitrary. In virtue of Condition (a) there exists veU such that ||α -va\\ < (1 + d)~% where d is the bound for U. Using (b) for b -vb we can choose w e U such that
Thus, we obtain \\a -ua\\ < ε and [|δ -ub\\ < ε , where u -w + v -wveU°U. Suppose that be UoJJ. Then for ε 0 > 0 there exists u Q e U such that \\b -u Q b\\ < e 0 . For ε > 0 let ue ϋΌ U be chosen so as to satisfy \\a -ua\\ < e and \\u 0 -uu o \\ < ε .
Hence, we obtain for proper choice of ε 0 . If a, be ΌΌ U, then for ε 0 > 0 choose u l9 u 2 e U such that ||a -u&W < ε 0 and \\b -u 2 b\\ < ε 0 .
Then we find ue Uo U such that = u -vu, u,veU .
For the set U a A let us define an infinite sequence of sets {P n } as follows. Put P t = *7, P 2 = C/o C7. Then P w = Uo P n _ x = ZJoUo.--oU (n times) is the set of all elements p of the form p = u + v -t6t?, where % e U and v e P w _ lβ Let P be the union of all sets P n9 that is P= PxUP.U •••• 3* Contractors* Definition 3.1 (see [2] ). A subset U of a Banach algebra A is called a left contractor for A if there is a positive constant q < 1 with the following property.
For every αei there exists an element ue U (depending on a) such that
A contractor U is said to be bounded if U is bounded by some constant d.
LEMMA 3.1. Let U be a left contractor for A. Then for arbitrary ae A there exists an infinite sequence {a n } c P such that
||a -a n a\\ ^ q n \\a\\ and a n eP n .
Proof. By (3.1), let u x e U be chosen so as to satisfy the inequality
Now let u 2 e U be such that
Hence, we obtain from (3.3) and (3.4) ||α -α 2 α|| ^ q 2 \\a\\ , where α 2 = u 2 + u x -u 2 u γ -u 2 ou γ eP 2 .
We repeat this procedure replacing in (3.4) u Σ by α 2 and u 2 by u 3 . Thus, we have α 3 = u 3 © a 2 e P 3 . After % iteration steps we obtain (3.2). , n, there is an element ueU such that
A left contractor U is said to be quasi-strong if for arbitrary pair a { e A(i = 1, 2,) of there exists an element u e U satisfying (3.5) with n=2.
LEMMA 3.2. Let U a A be a left quasi-strong contractor for A. Then for every arbitrary pair of a, be A there exists an infinite sequence {c n } c P such that (3.6) ||α-c.α||^?"||α||,||δ-c,6||ŵ
here c n e P n , n -1,2, Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.1.
A similar lemma holds for strong contractors. 
\\b-ub\\=\\(b-vb)-w(b-vb)\\^q\\b-vb\\^q\\b\\
Thus, JJo U is a bounded left quasi-strong contractor for A with contractor constant q < 1.
THEOREM 3.1. A ϊe/t bounded contractor U for A is a left bounded approximate identity for A iff U is a left approximate identity for itself.
Proof. Let a, be A and ε > 0 be arbitrary. Using Lemma 3.1, we construct a sequence {a n } c P for ae A and {b n } c P for be A such that (3. 7) ||α-α.α||^<r||α|| and ||δ -6 % δ|| ^ ? ||δ|| , where a nf b n e P n , n = 1, 2, . In virtue of Lemma 2.4, for α Λ , δ Λ 6 P n a P and ε 0 > 0 we can choose ue Uso as to satisfy ||α» -ua n \\ < ε 0 and ||δ Λ -^δ Λ ||<ε 0 . Then we obtain, by (3.7), \\ua-a\\^\\ua-ua n a\\ + || ua n a -α Λ α|| + ||α w α -α|| < ώg n ||α|| + ε o ||α|| + g w ||α|| < ε for suflSiciently large n and proper choice of ε 0 . A similar estimate holds for δ:
for sufficiently large n and proper choice of ε 0 . The proof of necessity is obvious. Proof. Let q and ε 0 > 0 be such that
By Lemma 3.4, U° U is a quasi-strong contractor for A with contractor constant (d + ϊ)q. Hence, for arbitrary a, be A andu γ eU there exists an element w e U° U such that ||(a -u^a)
Using the assumption again we can find u 2 e U such that (3.9) IIO>°Wi) -^(^0^)11 < Hαll^eogllα -^αH . Since u λ e U was arbitrary, by the same argument, for u 2 e U there exists u 3 e U satisfying Conditions (3.10) and (3.11) with u 2 and u 3 replacing u x and u 2 respectively. After n -1 iteration steps we obtain ||α -u n a\\ <; ψ\\a -u x a\\ < e and ||δ -u n b\\ ^ <p||δ -^xδ|| < ε, u n e U, for sufficiently large n. Since α, δ and ε > 0 are arbitrary, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that U is a bounded left approximate identity for A. Using the same technique one can prove the following PROPOSITION 
A left bounded quasi-strong contractor U for A is a left approximate identity for A iff U is a left weak approxi-mate identity for an infinite subsequence of {P n }.
Proof. Let a, be A and ε > 0 be arbitrary. Using Lemma 3.2 for the pair α, b we construct an infinite sequence {c n } satisfying (3.6). Now let us choose u e U so as to satisfy 11 uc n -c n \ | < ε 0 for infinitely many n. Then we obtain for ae A \\ua -a\\ ^ \\ua -uc n a\\ + \\uc n a -c n a\\ + \\c n a -a\\ < dq n \\a\\ + ε o ||α|| + g*||α|| < ε for some sufficiently large n and proper choice of ε 0 . A similar estimate holds for 6: \\ub -b\\ < dq*\\b\\ + ε o \\b\\ + q»\\b\\ < ε for some sufficiently large n and proper choice of ε 0 . The proof of necessity is obvious.
As an immediate corollary to Proposition 3.1 we obtain the following
PROPOSITION 3.2. A left bounded weak approximate identity U for U is a left approximate identity for A iff U is a left quasi-strong contractor for A.

PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose that U is a left bounded contractor for A satisfying the condition (d + ΐ)q < 1. Then U is a left bounded weak approximate identity for A iff U is the same for U<> U.
Proof. Let q and ε 0 be such that
For arbitrary ae A let u t e U be such that \\Uja -α|| ^ <?||α||. Then choose Vj . 6 U so as to satisfy After n iteration steps we obtain \\u n a -a\\ ^ ψ\\u x a -a\\ < s(u n e U) if n is sufficiently large. 4* Factorization theorems. Let A be a Banach algebra and let X be a Banach space. Suppose that there is a composition mapping of A x X with values a x m X. X is called a left Banach A-module (see [8] , II (32.14)), if this mapping has the following properties:
x and a (x + y) = a x + α y;
(iv) ||α.*||£C||α||. 11*11 for all a, be A; x,yeX; real or complex t, where C is a constant ^ 1. Denote by A e the Banach algebra obtained from A by adjoining a unit 6, and with the customary norm ||α+ίe|| = ||α|| + |ί|.
Properties (i)-(iv) hold for the extended operation (α + te) x -a-x + tx.
The well-known factorization theorems for Banach algebras and their extension to Banach A-modules are usually proved under the hypothesis that the Banach algebra A has a bounded (left) approximate identity. Since, by Lemma 2.3 the existence of a bounded weak left approximate identity implies the existence of a bounded left approximate identity, all factorization theorems in question remain true under the weaker assumption of the existence of a bounded weak left approximate identity for A. However, a short proof of the basic factorization theorem can be given without proving the existence of a bounded left approximate identity for A. This proof is based on Lemma 2.2 and on the argument used in the proof of Theorem 2 in [3] .
Let U be a bounded weak left approximate identity for A. Put W ~ TJo U and denote by d the bound for W. Proof. It is easy to see that if z is in the closure of A X, then for arbitrary ae A and ε > 0 there exists ue W such that (4.1) \\ua -α||<ε and \\u z -z\\ < ε .
In fact, for ε 0 > 0 there exist be A and yeXsuch that \\b y -z\\ < ε 0 . Since U is a weak bounded left approximate identity for A, byLemma 2.2, for ε 0 > 0 there exists ue W such that \\ua -a\\ < ε 0 and ||%δ -δ|| < ε 0 . Hence, we obtain \\u z -z\\ ^ ||tt s -w6 i/|| + ||%6 i/ -b y\\ + \\b y -z\\ < (dC + C||y|| + l)ε 0 <ε for sufficiently small ε 0 . Now put α 0 = e, a γ = (2eZ + l)" 1^ + 2cZe)α 0 = α' t + qe, where a[ eA 3 u ί e W, a n+1 = (2cZ + l)~ι(u n+ι + 2de)a n ; n=l,2, . We have a n =a' n + q n e, where a' n e A, q = 2d(2d+ϊ)~1; a~ιeA e ; a n+1 -a n = (2c2 + lY\u n+l a n -a n ) = (2d + l)-\u % +,a' n -<) + (2d + l)"VK+i -*);
Let a? Λ = a" 1 -;?. Then we obtain
*, let us choose u n+1 so as to satisfy (4.1) with a = < and ε = e» = C~1(2d +1)(2 + d-1 )" 1 "^" 1 "" 71 -. Hence, we have ||^% +1 < -a' n \\ < e n and ||α? Λ+ι -αj»|| ^ 2"" 1 "^. It follows that the sequences {a n } and {x n } converge toward aeA and a el, respectively. Evidently, z = a-x and ||s -α?|| ^ Σ"=o||^+i -»»|| ^ r. By (4.1), « is in the closure of A z and so are x n = α" 1^ and, consequently, x. Thus, A x is closed and its linearity follows from the following observation. For arbitrary a, be A; x,yeX and ε > 0 let ue W he such that \\ua-a\\ < C^pH + \\y\\)- [4] , Hewitt [7] , [see also Koosis [9] , Collins and Summers [5] , Hewitt and Ross [8] Notice that in Case (c) Proposition 3.3 is used. A corollary to Theorem 4.1 is the following generalization of the well-known theorem [see [8] , II (32.23)]. 
Hence, we have
WiMi Xi -di XiW < Csoll^ll < ε for sufficiently small ε 0 and, consequently, \\u ξ m -ς m \\ < ε, where ε > 0 is arbitrary. The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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